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EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS BASED ON COMPARISON AMONG VARIOUS METHODS
OF OBTAINING IBFS TO UNBALANCED TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM
S. S. Kulkarni*

Abstract: This paper presents a comparative study of various methods of obtaining Initial
Basic Feasible Solution (IBFS) to Unbalanced Transportation Problem viz., NWCR, Matrixminima method (least cost method), VAM, VAMT-TOC, and method given by KircaSatir(1990)) with our Cost-Sum method using statistical experimental design. The measure
of the quality and the effectiveness for comparison of these methods are average relative
deviation and the number of iterations to reach the optimality. It is also presented that how
many instances gives the IBFS≡ OBFS cost which proves the superiority of Cost-Sum method
as compared to other methods.
Keywords: Unbalanced Transportation Problem (UTP), Vogel’s approximation method, total
opportunity cost, Cost-Sum method, total opportunity cost matrix, IBFS.
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INTRODUCTION

In classical transportation problem transportation schedule is designed so that whatever be
the units available are to be transported to the places in such a way that total requirement
is satisfied ,such a transportation

problem is called balanced transportation problem

otherwise it is called unbalanced one. In literature, various methods are available to solve
unbalanced transportation problem viz. Cost-Sum method[1] , Zero –Suffix method[2], (Zero
point method )[3] ,IVAM[4] ,method suggested by Shimshak et.al.[5], method suggested by
Goyal[6], method suggested by Kore

[7]

, method suggested by Kirca-Satir

[8]

, methods

suggested by Mathrajan-Meenakshi [9], method suggested by Ramakrishnan[12], etc. In 2004,
Mathrajan-Meenakshi have compared the different variants of VAM viz VAM-TOC, VAMTTOC and VAM for solving large sized problems. To compare the effectiveness of methods
they have used different measures of effectiveness such as Average Relative Percentage
Deviation [APRD], number of best solutions.
While solving unbalanced transportation problem, classical methods suggests to add a
dummy row or dummy column having cost zero to balance the given problem and then
apply VAM to solve the transportation problem. Shimshak et.al.[5] have suggested that
balance the problem with the conventional method but the penalty costs are ignored not
only for dummy column but also for all the rows since the calculation of dummy rows
involve the dummy column. Goyal[6]

suggested another modification by taking into

consideration the costs allocated to the dummy row or dummy column. Dummy row or
dummy column is allocated highest cost in the transportation table. Improved Zero-point
method given by Samuel[10] is used to solve both crisp and fuzzy transportation problem.
Zero –Suffix method takes into consideration the computation of suffix values. Zero Point
method is similar to this method.
Kore [7] suggests that there is no need to balance the given transportation problem. KircaSatir [8] suggested a heuristic method based on computation of TOM (Total Opportunity Cost
Matrix).The TOM is, in fact, an application of the least-cost method along with some
different tie-breaking features on the Total Opportunity Cost Matrix (TOC). The TOC Matrix
is obtained by adding the ROC (Row Opportunity Cost) matrix to the COC (Column
Opportunity Cost) matrix.
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Cost- sum method is also a heuristic method that computes the sums of each row and each
column and highest sum is taken into consideration for the allocation of units in the
corresponding row and column.
In order to obtain optional solution to a transportation problem first it is needed to have
Initial Basic Feasible Solution (IBFS). Different methods discussed above are available. In this
paper our aim into compare the available methods with the aid of C++ program developed
by the author. We present the statistical experiment design which facilities the comparison
between various methods, enumerated above. The experiment and analysis of the data are
also presented. The main aim of this experiment is to evaluate the quality of various
methods of obtaining IBFS to transportation problems. The quality and the effectiveness of
the methods were measured in terms of number of iterations required to reach the optional
solution and Average Relative Deviation (ARD) and Relative Deviation (RD) derived from the
experimental analysis presented below in the section 2.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, experimental design of the experiment
carried out is given. In section 3, comparison between various methods with the 135
randomly generated examples is carried out.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The performances of different methods are compared over 135 examples. These examples
are randomly generated using the following framework.
Problem Size (m × n): The different sizes of the transportation problems that are generated
randomly are: (3× 3), (5× 5), and (7× 7)
Cost structure: The problems with three values for the cost-range R are tested. The mean
cost is taken to be 50. The ranges used are R = 10, 20, 30. For each range, the costs are
randomly generated from the uniform distribution:
U(Cij: [mean cost –R/2, mean cost +R/2])
Supply and demand structure(ai, bj): The mean demand taken = 75. Given the mean
demand, mean supply is given by: Mean supply= k{(n × mean demand) / m},
where k indicates the degree of imbalance between the total supply and the total demand.
The mean supply values are generated for three values of the imbalance coefficient, k, viz.
k = 1, 2, 3. The ai and bj are then generated from the uniform distributions:
U(ai : 0.75 × mean supply, 1.25 × mean supply)
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U(bj : 0.75 × mean supply, 1.25 × mean supply)
The experimental design for generating the test problems using the above three parameters
is summarized in the Table 2. A C++ program is written for this experimental design. For
each combination of the values for [(m × n), k, R] five problem - instances are randomly
generated, yielding a total of 135= 3x3x3x5 problems. All these 135 problems are
unbalanced transportation problems.
Table 1: Summary of Experimental Design
No.

Problem Factor
Levels
1 Problem size
(3×3),(5×5), (7×7)
2 Degree of imbalance
(1,2,3)
3 Cost structure Range (R)
(10,20,30)
4 No. of problem configurations
5 Problem - instances per configuration
6 Total no. of problems
Cost structure (Cij) : U(Cij : [mean cost – R/2, mean cost + R/2] .where mean
Supply (ai) : U(ai : 0.75 × mean supply, 1.25 × mean supply),
Demand (bj) : U(bj : 0.75 × mean supply, 1.25 × mean supply)
where mean demand = 75 and mean supply = [(k × n × mean demand) / m].

# levels
3
3
3
3×3×3=27
5
27×5=135
cost=50

Measure of effectiveness: The performances of the methods may vary over a range of
problems under consideration. The performances of different methods are compared using
the following two measures
(1)

Average Relative Deviation(ARD): The ARD, which indicates the average performance

of various methods with respect to the optimal solution is compared over the number of
problem-instances. The formula used for this type of comparison is:

whereRD(H) =
Here (i) ARD(H) stands for average relative deviation of the given heuristic method H,
(ii) N stands for the number of problem - instances over which the average is compared
(2) Number of iterations required to reach the optimal solution.
Now we present the conclusions based on the 135 randomly generated examples of UTP.
Table 2 records the number of problem - instances in which IBFS OBFS
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Table 2: the number of problem - instances in which IBFS OBFS
Method

Number of problem- instances in which
IBFS OBFS
Cost-Sum
1
VAM
13
Total problem- instances 14
It can be seen from this table that the number of problem – instances in which IBFS
coincides with the OBFS is the highest for the VAM. Also, no other method needs zero
iterations to reach the optimal except our Cost-Sum method. This finding can also be noted
from the graph presented in Fig 2.1 on page number 6.
From this it is clear that VAM works much better for UTP.
Remark: Many researchers constantly try to discover different methods to obtain an IBFS to
a transportation problem. This has been a continuous activity for a long period of time, and
various procedure have come up as a result of these efforts. In this connection it may be
worthwhile to quote Hadley, an authority on this subject. He states “Many other techniques
for determining an initial solution might have been discussed ..... It is by no means
established that any one of the methods is better than the others, ..... To decide which
method for determining an initial basic feasible solution leads to the smallest number of
iterations .....it would be necessary to solve the problem in each case.” In view of this
remark by Hadley, one may not hope to discover the best or the most superior algorithm to
obtain an IBFS to a transportation problem. But one can obtain a satisfaction if one is able to
discover a method which is comparatively more successful than many other existing
methods from the point of view of certain desirable criteria, and that is what we have
achieved in this paper. From the tables and graphs based on the comparison carried out
manually as well as on the basis of sufficient number of randomly generated problems, it is
clearly seen that our Cost-Sum method to obtain an IBFS to unbalanced transportation
problems of six different types has yielded better result in more number of numerical
problems and as such as we humbly feel that our contribution in this respect is worthwhile
and significant.
Table 3 records the number of iterations (one of the measures of effectiveness) required by
six methods used for comparison
Number of problem – instances and its corresponding number of iterations required to
reach optimal solution starting with the corresponding IBFS.
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Table 3
No. of
Iterations

NorthWest

MatrixMinima

Cost- VAMKircaSum TTOC
Satir
1
0
0
7
11
14
15
17
17
30
24
22
26
25
27
27
18
14
12
13
13
14
14
7
2
6
15
1
6
5
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

0
4
15
17
11
6
14
11
13
10
8
8
5
3
7

0
10
19
22
23
12
19
14
7
4
4
0
0
0
0

VAM
13
29
28
26
15
11
7
4
2
1
0
1
0
0
0

15

3

0

0

0

0

0

Total

135

135

135

135

135

135
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